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ABSTRACT
In this paper. we introduce a performance prediction framework for parallel
compilers based on the refined combilled characterization model (CCM). The
CCM model characterizes the perfonnance of a user program on a target machine
by combining a set of characteristic functions called perfonnance factors. Each
perfonnance factor represents a particular program aspect that relates program pat~
terns to features of a target architecture and is quantified by an evaluation function.
The evaluation functions arc usually inexpensive to compute. so they can be
evaluated repeatedly during the parallelism optimization process. The performance
prediction framework is highly flexible and can be adjusted with a knOWledge base
to fit different needs at different stages of parallel compiling and to accommodate
different classes of parallel architectures. The performance prediction model is
utilized in an intelligent parallel compiler to guide the program optimization pro-
cess. Its versatility allows the compiler to offer an adjustable optimization degree
and can optimize code for a wide range of target machines.
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1. Introduction
Optimizing parallel compilers use heuristics and program transformation techniques to res-
tructure program structures to improve the parallelism of the user programs. One key element in
the decision making process of parallel compilers is to correctly assess effects of a transformation
on a program or the performance of a program on a larget machine. This process. call the perfor-
mmlce prediction involves evaluating how lhe characteristics of a program match the constraints of
an architecture and using this match to estimate the performance of user programs on a target archi-
tecture. The goal in building a performance prediction model is twofold:
1. To complete an analytical model for estimating the performance of different classes of parallel
architectures with high accuracy and efficiency.
2. To define a template for implementing this analytical model and use it to estimate the perfor-
mance of user programs on target architectures, and integrate this framework into the decision
making process of the program optimization process.
The performance prediction module in an intelligent parallel compiler has to be inexpensive,
accurate and flexible. It has to be inexpensive because the compiler uses it repeatedly to evaluate
the merits of the applicable transformations during the program restructuring stage. It needs to be
accurate because proper decisions of the compiler rely on a correct estimation of the performance.
A mechanism for tuning Ute performance prediction model to suit different parallel architectures is
needed so that the model can be applied to different classes of parallel architectures.
1.1. Performance Analysis and Performance Prediction
Performance analysis means understanding the behavior of a computer as a complete system
and as a collection of subsystems. It involves both the theoretical models of machine behavior and
the experimental analysis of the real hardware to examine wheUter lhe implementation of an
t This woric was supported in plltl by AFOSR 88-0243, ARO grant DDAG29-83-K-ClO26 and NSP grant CCF-
8619817.
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architecture fulfills the goals of its original design. Peiformance prediction must be concerned
with functions with real values in a formula to project to the real execution time of a program on
the target machine instead of asymptotic complexity analysis used in the performance analysis. On
the other hand, it needs to have analytical models of the hardware that are both accurate and easy to
relate to algorithmic properties of the computation [BWJALG90]. Efficient perfonnance analysis
models can be utilized to provide such analytic models under the perforrn311ce prediction frame-
work.
2. Models of Performance Prediction
The execution lime of a program on an architecture can be estimated based on the ,simulation
or characrerizarion model. The simulation model estimates the performance of the program by
simulating or profiling the execution of the program or interpreting the execution-time on a compu-
tational model of the architecture. The accuracy of the prediction depends on how faithful the
computational model is in simulating the actual hardware and how much program-dynamism the
program has. The characterization model characterizes the performance of the machine by certain
aspects of the machine.
In this section, we discuss a characterization model called the combined-characterization
model. TItis model utilizes a set of easy-to-compute functions called performance factors. Each
performance factor represents a particular aspect of the performance of a program on a target
machine and is quantified by a corresponding function called the evaluation function. Variations of
the evaluation function model that use certain fonnilia to quantify the performance of programs
have been applied to Parafrase and many ollier parallel compilers. However, most of these applica-
tions use fixed equations to compute lhe expecled program perfonnance. TItis has the following
problems:
I. NO! suitable for a wide variety ofarchitectures. Most models don't take the architecture vari-
ations into consideration. Parafrase [Husm86] use several different parameters for computing
program execution time for seven different virtual shared-memory machines, but the number
of parameters that are considered are too few to be accurate for real parallel architectures.
2. Can't deal with programs that comains variables in control flOWS. RwHime tests are essen-
tial for programs that have dynamic behaviors. Existing performance prediction model does
not have provision to help to decide what run-time tests are needed. TItis often leads to exces-
sive run-time tests.
3. ltifle:r:ible for different needs at different stages of parallel compiling. More critical pan of
the program requires more accurate but expensive performance estimations. Existing perfor-
mance prediction model are inflexible to accommodate to different objectives of the program
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optimization.
The framework we proposed in section 4 solves these problems by providing highly flexible
control. The framework. which is called refined combined characteristic model, is augmented with
a knowledge base which can dynamically selects evaluation functions to apply based on features of
the machine and objectives of the program optimization. Different weights can be given to the
evaluation funCtiOrui so that their effects can be adjusted dynamically. Inexpensive perfOimance
evaluation functions are combined into a single-value real function as an indication of the perfor-
mance of the program on a parallel architecture and to compare representations of semantically
equivalent programs.
2.1. Performance Issues of a Program
The execution time of a program on a processor can be broken down into fOUf categories:
computation cost. data synchronization cost, control synchronization cost, and control overheads.
The computation cost is the time the processor spends in doing the computation. The data syn-
cluonization cost is the length of time lhat a processor is forced to idle while waiting for needed
data to arrive. Two sources of the data synchronization are local data accesses that cannot be over-
lapped with the computation and the synchronization introduced by the data dependence between a
pair of statements that are executed by different processors. The cost of a data reference can be
broken down into the cost of accessing the data from or to lhe memory (memory access cost) and
lhe cost of transmitting the data through the network or bus (data transition cost). The control syn-
chronization is the time it takes to synchronize lhe control between two or more processors (sema-
phores, barrier synchronization, conditional or unconditional branch statements, etc.). The control
synchronization is usually introduced by explicit control structures, while the data synchronization
is nonnally defined implicitly by the data dependence relations. The control overhead is the over-
head for concurrent execution, this includes vector startup time, process startup time, and dynamic
laSk scheduling time, etc.
Based on the above discussion, the execution time, T, of a program structure can be defined
as:
Where yc is the computation cost, yds is the data synchronization cost (which is the difference of
the data access cost (T da ) and the data overlapping time (ydo)), T CS is the control synchronization
cost, and T CO is the control overhead.
When the evaluation functions are applied to compound statements, they are usually applied
to elements in the compound statement recursively and then the results are accumulated to obtain
the final value for the compound statement The execution time to execute a sequence of statement
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blocks is the sum of the execution time of each of the statement blocks. A notable exception is the
sequential execution time of a conditional statement which is defined to be the expected value of
the execution time of the conditional branches. That is:
Where S is the conditional statement, ST and SF are the true and false branches of S, and p CST)
and p (SF) are the probabilities for these branches to be taken. The execution time for a statically
scheduled parallel-loop is defined to be the maximum of the execution time of each of the p
instances of the loop. Similarly, the parallel execution time of a set of tasks spread over p proces-
sors is lhe maximum execution time over the p threads of tasks.
Typically, the definition of an evaluation function has two parts: evaluation of a 000-
compound statement and the accumulation of the results of applying the function on a compound
statement. The basic framework. for accumulating results of applying an evaluation function recur~
sively on children of a compound statement is shown in procedure 1. By changing the definition of
F (8) in the line marked with (*) (the evaluation part) in the framework, different evaluation func-
tions can be defined.
Procedure 1: Template for combining values of applying an evaluation function recursively to ele-
















ifS={Sl I S21 IS.}
if S = for (i = / .. u) SCi) endfor
if S = paifor (i = 1 .. u) SCi) endfor
if S = if (cond) ST else SF endif
if S is a function and Sfb is its body
otherwise (*)
Where p (S) stands for the probability that the condition statement will branch to statement S and
SCi) stands for the i-th instance of the loop statement S. Also, (SI I S2 I ... I S.) denotes
that the statements Sj are to be executed concurrently.
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2.2. Examples of Performance Factors and Their Evaluation Functions
The evaluation functions defined by the performance factors map the analytical match of a
program and a machine into numerical values. Below we list some sample perfonnance factors and
their corresponding evaluation functions. Each of these perfonnance factors represents a particular
aspect of the performance of the program. In Ihe next section. we will discuss methodologies for
integrating these factors into a framework. for predicting program performance on target machines.
• Statement count:
The statement count characterizes the algorithm by counting the number of statements in each
of the control threads. The execution time of the program may be estimated by multiplying~~
constant called the average_statement_cost with the statement count. The statement count can
be computed by replacing F (S) in procedure 1 by
F (5) :::: 1 if S is not a compound statement
• Operation count:
A more accurate estimation. called operation counts. can be computed by counting the
number of operations instead of just the statements in the conuol threads. An evaluation function
for computing the operation count f 0 for a program fragment S can be obtained by replacing lhe
line marked with (*) in procedure 1 with the following definitions:
I
f (expr) + 1
F(S)= ~'+P'*n
if S = operand op apr
if S is a vector operation of length n
otherwise
Where all and Ware constants representing the vector startup time and unit time using the cost of
a floating point operation as units.
The estimated program execution time can be obtained by multiplying the operation count
with a constant called average_operation_cost. For RISe processors. this constant can be com-
puted easily at the assembly instruction level since most manufacturers have studied and made
assumptions about the distribution of operations in the target applications. On the other hand, for
else processors or for operations at the language level. the variation in the execution time of
operations can be quite large. as is the discrepancy between the estimated operation cost and the
actual cosl An improvement to this approach is to classify the operations into groups of different
costs and use different average-time estimations for each operation group. For example, integer
operations often take less time than floating point operations. additions usually take less time than
divisions, and array references usually take several integer operations to compute their addresses.
A even more detailed estimation can be done by using the actual cost of each of the instructions.
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For example, the machine knowledge base may record the costs of floating-point multiplying,
integer addition. array address calculation. startup and element time for vector add operations, and
startup time and element time for triadic operatioIL), etc. Note that the costs of some operntions
(especially floating point operations) on certain machines take variable time depending on the
operands. so estimations of the average costs of these operations are still needed.
• Number of memory loads and the number ofmemory stores.
The number of memory loads and stores are two special types of operation counts that we
would like to discuss separately. The unit cost for memory load and store operations are usually
constant (C 1oad and estOTe) for a particular configuration of the machine. So the cost of memory
access may be estimated by counting the number of memory load and store operations. For
machines with a multiple level of memory hierarchy. the number of global memory loads. global
memory stores. cluster memory loads. cluster memory stores, local memory loads, and local
memory stores should be counted separately since their costs are usually different. Each number in
the above categories can be computed based on lhe framework specified in equation (1).
For machines that support block-accesses, the memory load and store costs for referencing a
. T ioad d TSlarebJ«J;data block of size n, block an , can be computed by:
load' load' load'T block(n) = C Slart + C unit * n
Tstore' (n) - estore' + estare' . * nblock - slart UTllt
Where the superscript t in above formula is either g, c, or I, which stands for global. cluster, and
1 al . I AI e 1oad' ek>aJ' estore' d estore'oc memory, respective y. so, starl' unit, start. an • unil are con-
stants for the starting cost for block-load, unit cost for block-load. slarting cost for block-store. and
unit cost for each block-store, respectively.
• Cache hit ratio.
The cache hit ratio of an amy is the ratio of the references to the elements of the array that
are already in the cache. It represents the degree of the locality of the array in the program and can
be used not only in deciding cache allocation problems for architectures that have cache, but also in
utilizing block-access operations in machines that support them. To compute the cache hit ratio.
we define the image in the computation of an array.x of dimension d. 1m (x) as:
1m (x) ={ weZd I x[w] is referenced in the computarion}
Where Zd is the bounded integer interval space of the indices of x. Assuming that R is the total
number of references to array x in the program. the cache hit ratio is defined as [GaJaGa87]:
hit (x) = "'R_---:.:;IIm=(x:.<.):-1
R
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For example. in the following program fragment
fori:= 1 .. Nloop
forj:= 1 .. Mloop
fork:= I .. Lloop




the number R, which is the total nwnber of references to array c, is equal to N * M * L. Further-
more, 1m (c) ={ (k,j): 1 ,; j ,; M, 1 ,; k ,; L} and 11m (e) I =M * L. So the cache hit ratio
for the array c in the program fragment is:
.4 N*M*L-M*L N-lhIt (e) - =
N*M*L N
On the other hand. if we focus on the loop j, then R = M * L and 1m (c) is the same, so the cache
hit ratio of array c in loop j becomes O.
• Data transmitting cost.
The time it takes to transmit a set of data of size n over the network or bus can be computed
by the following formula:
Where a and ~ are the constants for start up cost (for hand-shaking, setting up routing connec-
tions. etc) and unit transmitting cost. For distributed computers such as hypercUbe where data may
need to be transmitted by several hops tluough several processors, these two constants
ex. and ~ can be computed by the following formula:
a(hops) = a O + a l * hops
P(hops) = pO + pI * hops
Where hops is the number of hops along the path. More precisely, the constant a O for a distri-
buted machine actually includes the time for a zero-length send and a zero length receive; the con-
stant 13° is the time for the sending task to access the data and the time for the receiving task to
store the data. As an example. these constants for NCUBE/l and NCUBE/2 are shown in the fol-
lowing table. Therefore sending a one word message to a neighbor takes 461.75 microseconds on
NCUBE/l and 160.2 microseconds on NCUBEf2. And sending a lOOO-word message across a 128
node cube takes 37362.0 microseconds on NCUBE/l but 12971.4 microseconds on NCUBE/2.
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Time (in microseconds)
MACHINE a O a ' BO B' mach. cycle fl. add
NCUBFJl 261 193 4.25 4.5 0.137 2.47-3.84
NCUBFJ2 156 2.2 0.2 1.8 0.05 0.35
Figure 1. Constants for computing message transmitting cost on NCUBEs.
• Voided data-pre/etch ratio.
For architecture that supports data-prefetch. most data accesses can be overlapped with the
computation if they are not void by conditional or unconditional branch statements. Therefore, the
cost of data synchronization is a function of the ratio of prefetehed data that are voided by the con-
trol statements. A simple heuristic to estimate this ratio is to count the number of statements,
N stml , in the statement block following a branch. and assume that all but one of them are benefited
by the data prefetching. This gives us a ratio which is _1_. And the data synchronization cost
Nstnl1
can be estimated as:
Cd'(S) =CdQ(S) * p'dp(S) =CdQ(S) * _1_
N S1mJ
As the Cannula shows, the longer a non-intenupted statement block is, the more data access can be
overlapped with the computation.
• Rario of data access overhead.
TItis function characterizes the ratio of the non-overlapped cost of data access over the total
execution time. The difference between this ratio and void data-prefetch ratio is that the first ratio
is the data access overhead over the total execution t1me of the statement, whereas the second ratio
is over the total data access time of the data in the statement. This means that this factor is used in
case the computation of data access Lime is to be avoided. Of course, the non-overlapped cost of
data access depends on the architecture (has prefetching mechanism, has data cache, etc.) and the
program (density of the local/external memory references, distribution of the external references,
etc) and is hard to be estimated without computing lhe data access cost. 'This evaluation function is
under the assumption that that the cost of data access is proportional to the cost of computation
which is not always true though. We may estimate this cost by analyzing a set of patterns of the
program structure and find the ratio of data access that can be overlapped with the computation,
then use these patterns as the basis for interpolating non-overlapping data access cost for general
programs. With this ratio, the data synchronization cost, Cds over program region S, becomes:
Cd'(S) = C(S) * pd'(S).
otherwise
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where C(S) is the cost for computing in S, and pdS(S) is the ratio of the data access overhead in
s.
• Do-across delay.
A good measure for data synchronization cost is the do·across delays. Do-across delay is the
artificial idle-time in the shared-memory environment that the compiler inserts into a do-across
loop to minimize the load (the hot-spot effect) that a busy-waiting processor induced on the
memory, bus, or network in checking the global synchronization data. TItis delay represents the
expected data synchronization cost of the loop instance and is the minimum delay that satisfies all
control (condition and unconditional branching statements) and data dependence in the parallel
loops. The do-across delay of a parallel loop is computed by finding the maximum static time
interval between the pairs of statements involved in lexically backward data dependences in the
loop and then spreading the delays into loop instances [Cytron84]. Given the do-across delay dL.
,
for loop Lj, assuming that the loop has N loop instances, the estimated execution time for distribut-
ing the do-across loop over p processors is given in the following fonnula:
!
(N-l)*dL + TL.
T= l(N;lJ ~lj ~h;+mOd(N-l.P)*dL;
• Do-across parallelism degree.
Do-across parallelism degree [Cytron84] is the reciprocal of the ratio of the do-across delay
over the actual execution time of the loop body. Asswne that T£. is the execution time of the body,
of loop L j and dL" is the do-across delay for loop L i • then the do-across parallelism degree of the
loop can be computed as:
Paradoacross =
It follows that given the parallelism percentage, the do-across delay can be computed by the
following Connula:
Doacross parallelism degree is an indication of the parallelism presented in the do-across loop. The
better the computed execution time approximates the real execution time, the better the do-across
parallelism degree is as an index of the parallelism.
• Number of data synchronization points.
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Synchronization adds overhead and may cause processors to idle but is needed to enforce data
dependences that cross the task boundaries (to be more precise. for those dependence that cross
processor boundaries). To estimate the effect of syncluunization on the proposed task scheduling,
the number of cross processor data dependences can be used. This number can be collected by
simply counting the cross-task data dependences and eliminating those among tasks that are
assigned to the same processor.
• Uniformness of the execution time.
Let {Pj I i = 1 .. n } be a set of n tasks, T(P j ) the estimated execution time of the tasks.
T rnax be the maximum of the estimated execution time. and T mearl be the mean of the estimated
execution time. The uniformness of the execution time is defined to be:
n
L=l IT(?,) - Tm,~ I
Unit = 1 - -'---c-==--
n * T max
For tasks that have more uniform execution time, load balance is easier to achieve and static
scheduling can be used. On the other hand, for tasks whose execution times vary, dynamic
scheduling may be better.
• HOI-spot percenrage.
A hot-spot is a module in the multi-stage blocking network that has sufficient concentration of
the Lraffic. The non-uniform network traffic of hot-spots can produce effects (called tree saturation)
that severely degrade all network traffic [pfN085]. Although message combining is an effective
technique to solve this problem when the sources of hot-spots are global shared locks, the hardware
needed for supporting the combining is quite expensive (pfister and Norton estimated that the com-
bined network increases the size and cost of the switch in a factor of 6 to 32).t
Let the number of processors to be p, and the number of network packets emitted per proces-
sor per switch cycle to be r (0 S; 1). The hot-spot percemage, p, is defined to be the fraction of
the data references directed at the hot-spot (Le. each processor emits packets directed to the hot-
spot at a total rate of r*h). Then the effective data rate into the hot module is r(1- h) + rhp.
And the asymptotic limit of the total communication bandwidth available is:
B = -:--:-,:-P---c::-
l+h(p-l)
lbis function gives a limit on the available speedup for a given number of processors. The func-
tion was derived in [pfN085] for shared memory-modules on multi-stage networks, but can be
t The combine-network on the ffiM RPJ was dropped because of the cost and the lechnical complica-
tions encountered.
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generalized to more general distributed systems. TItis limit imposed by the hot-spot degradation is
very significant For example. for a lOOO-processor system, a hot-spot percentage of 0.125% can
limit the potential speedup to 50%! The hot-spot percentage can be estimated by analyzing pat-
terns of the data dependence graph. The hot-spot percentage can be used to generate network
traffic in simulations, but is very difficult to be computed for real programs except in synchronized
parallel loops.
3. A Framework for Performance Prediction
Based on the characterization model, a framework for predicting perfoITllance of programs on
different parallel compilers can be defined. TItis framework. consists of fOUf phases: the
prediction-setup phase, prediction-construction phase. prediction-update phase. and prediction-
refining phase.
Procedure 2. A framework for predicting perfonnances of programs
for different parallel computers.
J. The prediction-setup phase.
• Select evaluation functions.
• Set constants for the selected evaluation functions based on machine features.
• Choose the method for combining the evaluation functions.
• Set weights for the selected evaluation functioIL'> based on objectives
of the optimization.
2. The prediction-construction phase.
• Invoke the prediction-setup phase to setup the constants.
• Apply evaluation function recursively on elements of compound statements.
• Use prediction combining function to integrate the evaluation functions.
3. The prediction-update phase.
• Invoke prediction-setup phase based on the perspective transformations
to select and setup the evaluation functions.
• Use the evaluation functions to compute the change that the transformation
has on the execution time.
4. The prediction-refining phase.
• Invoke prediction-setup phase based on the objectives of the transformation
to select and setup the evaluation functions.
• Invoke either prediction-construction phase or prediction-update
phase to compute the finer estimation.
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The prediction-setup phase is invoked by other phases to prepare for the prediction estima-
tion. The selected evaluation functions are combined by a weighted linear combination of values
of the evaluation functions:
T(S, Machine) = i: Weighlm * Em(S,Machine).
i=l
Therefore. for moderate optimization, a default prediction function is defined to be
T = N°P*Cop + NIoaJ*C1oad*pds + Nstore * estOTe + T CS + Teo (2)
Where N°P is the operation count. Cop is the unit cost of an operation. N wad is the number of
load operations. C load is the unit cost of a load operation, Nstore is the number of store operations.
C slore is the unit cost of a store operation, P ds is the percentage of prefetch-breaker (percentage of
data access that cannot be overlapped with the computation), T CS is the cost of the control syn-
chronization, and Teo is the control overhead.
More accurnte prediction can be achieved by modifying this default definition. In particular,
lhe set of evaluation functions, their weighr5. architectural·dependent constants, and the method for
integrating them are determined by a set of heuristics. machine features and the current objectives
of the compiler.
The prediction-construction phase estimates the performance of the program by applying the
set of evaluation functions to each node in the program dependence graph according to a depth first
search order based on the control dependence (with back edges being ignored). For each com-
pound statement, the evaluation functions are applied on all its children and the results are then
combined for it The predictions for subtrees of a node are combined by a prediction combining
function. The prediction combining function detennines how and when to integrate values com-
puted by each of the evaluation functions. For example, it can use the linear combination of the
weighted values or other functions to combine the results of different evaluation functions.
Depending on the algorithm, the values can be combined while they are computed at each node or
they can be computed individually and combined at the task level. The results of applying an
evaluation function on children of a compound statement are accumulated by an procedure which is
based on the template defined in procedure 1 and the performance evaluation procedure.
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Procedure 3. Performance construction procedure.
PerformanceEvaluation(Node, PDG. LisrOfEvalFunctions, Results)
Begin
if (Node is a compound statement) then
for each Child ofNode in PDG do












The prediction-Update phase is applied during the course of the program optimization process.
The evaluation functions involved in this process estimate the changes that a transformation might
have on the perfoITClance of the program and adjust the prediction accordingly. Only the perfor-
mance estimation for the affected program region needs to be updated. This infonnation can be
used to estimate the effects of a transformation on the perfonnance of the program. On the other
hand. the overall performance prediction can be updated incrementally.
The prediction-refining phase can be engaged optionally during the program optimization pro-
cess to refine the estimation by using a set of more detailed evaluation functions. It can either
compute the estimation from scratch using a set of more sophisticated evaluation functions or it can
refine the original eSlimate by updating certain aspects of the estimation.
Estimating Program Execution Time Using the Framework
The execution time of the program can be estimated to different degrees of accuracy with
different sets of evaluation functions. The selection of the evaluation functions and the method for
integrating the functions depend on how much computing resources can be allocated to the estima-
tion and selected by a set of rules. We will use an example to demonsttate how to use the above
framework to predicte the program execution time for parallel computers. The sample program that
we use is the matrix-vector multiply program. We assume that the program has been decomposed
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to be executed on P processor and that array a and y have been previously distributed in blocks
into the processors, a local copy of x is available on all processors. and the result y is to be col-
lected at processor O. This example is chosen because it is simple but presents some communica-
Lion imbalance for distributed-memory computers due to the processor 0 being a hOl-spot
· 15 -
Iorall pid:= 1 .. P do 11:= rnlPl.
local a: array [l ..tl, 1..m] a/real;
x: array [l ..mJ a/real;
y : array [1 ..11] of real;
for" := 1 .. (iloop
for j := 1 .. m loop
y[ij := y[ij + ajijj* x]j]:
end/or
end/or
ijlpid == 0) Ihen
received = 0;
for i := 1 .. p.J loop
waitJor_message(source, rype);
recv(source, mbuf[source*tIJ, mhUflll, flags);
end/or
else -- send vecror y to processor 0;

















Figure 2. Sample program and the array distribution for the arrays in Lhe matrix vector multiply ex-
ample.
We chose to use the NCUBE/2 to demonslrate how the estimation is established because lhe
NCUBE/2 has some interesting characteristics that present a challenge to the perfonnance
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prediction. For example, integer addition and subtraction takes one machine cycle but an operand
decoding and fetching takes up 10 3 cycles; array address calculation is expensive (the code gen-
erated by NCUBE/2 compiler takes about 11 cycles for one dimensional arrays and about 31
cycles for 2 dimensional arrays), integer multiply (7 cycles) is slower than floating point multiply
(6 cycles)~ integer division (38 cycles) is much slower than floating point division (7-18 cycles),
communication between processors is very expensive (156 cycles startup time per message for one
hop), elc. These factors imply that data prefetch has dominant effecLs on the performance of the
program; simply classifying operations into floating point and integer operations may not be fine
enough. and inlerprocessor communication needs to be overlapped with computation as much as
possible. All these factors plus the fact that the compiler on the NCUBE/2 does not generate
optimal code complicate the estimation of the performance on NCUBE/2. Nevertheless, this
presents a good opportunity for examining our performance prediction model.
During the perfonnance-setup phase. the following performance factors are selected based on
the architccrural features of NCUBE/2: counts for floating point operations. integer operations,
memory loads. and memory stores, array references, data synchronization, data transmitting cost,
and control synchronization cost. All of the above factors except the data transmitting cost are in
the list of default evaluation functiOns. The data transmission cost over the network is needed
because the NCUBE/2 is a distributed machine and the balance between the communication and
computation is very important The results of the evaluation functions will be combined at the task
level. The constants that are used by the evaluation functions are provided by the machine
knowledge manipulation mechanism and are listed in the following table:
Evaluation constants for NCUBFJ2 (in microseconds)
perfonnance factor time performance factor time
floating point op. C fop 0.33 integer op C iop 0.35
local memory load, C/d 0.1 local memory store Cis 0.1
message startup cost. aD 156 memory startup (per hop). 0;1 2.2
data tIans.(per word), po 0.2 data tIans.(per word & hop), pI 1.8
loop overhead. C/o 0.6 obytes read 80
Figure 3. Constants for evaluation functions for NCUBE/2.
During the performance-prediction construction phase, first the performance evaluation pro-
cedure defined in procedure 3 is applied to compute the selected evaluation functions, then the
evaluation accumulation procedure as shown in procedure I is used to accumulate the values of the
evaluation functions. Consequently. we find that there are 2 floating point operations. 5 array
address calculations, 3 load operations and 1 store operation in the loop instance (k,j). And there
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are 2*m*tl floating-point operations. 5*m*tl array address calculations. 3*m*tlload operations,
and m*tl store operations for loop k. Also. the loop overhead for each processor is m*tl times the
unit cost for each loop instance. The execution time of the computation of the vector y in each
processor can be summarized in the follOWing formula:
TcompulaJion = (N/op * Clop + Niop * C iop + NaT * Car + N10ad * C10ad * pds +
Nstore * cSlore + N/o * C/o) * m * tl i
Where N1op, NioP. NOT, N/oad , Nstore • and N lo are the counts for floating point operations.
integer operations. array references. memory loads. memory stores, and loop overheads. respec-
tively, in the loop instance (k,l). Also Clop, C iop , car, C laod , estare , and c/o are the unit
cost for a floating point operation, integer operation. array reference memory load. memory stores,
and loop overhead. respectiveiy. For processor P. tiP is II - (P -I) * r;1' and for all other
loop instances, rl i is r; 1· For the program shown in figure 2, there is a very limited degree of
data pre-fetching since there is only one statement inside the loop branches and the expressions in
the statement are not very long. So the data synchronization ovemead is set to be 100% of the
memory load cost. Suppose N is 6400, M is 100, and P is 64. By substituting the constants in
figure 3 into the fonnula. the estimated computation time for the loop k is 4600 microseconds. As
a comparison. the measured computation time for loop k is 4823.6 microseconds.
The cross·task data dependence is caused by the I/O statements corresponding to the collec-
tion of the array y, so the data-synchronization is computed based on these I/O statements. The
control synchronization is hard to predicte on NCUBE12 because there is a non-trivial cost in load-
ing the node programs so most programs do not synchronize the program unless it is necessary.
This means that tasks on the nodes start at different time which depend on how the programs are
loaded (broadcasted or not), lhe size of the node program, and the position of the node in the
hypercube. The control synchronization is needed only when values of y are needed later (which is
out of the scope of the program that we discuss here). Lacking the control synchronization at the
beginning of the program makes the estimation of the data synchronization cost difficult since tasks
are not started at the same time.
To estimate the cost of sending messages, we need to estimate the cost for read/write and data
transmission. Since message sending on NCUBE/2 is non-blocking, on tasks that send the data
only the time to copy the data into system buffer needs to be counted. On the other hand, on the
receiving side, the data synchronization cost includes the time for the sender to send out the data,
lhe transmitting time, and the time for the reader to receive and store the data. This timing infor-
malion is a function of the message length and can be computed by the equation (I) below.
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Since all the data are sent to processor O. the processor 0 becomes a hot spot and the compu-
tation time of processor 0 dominates the computation time of the program. For processor t, the
distance to processor 0 is the number of l's in its binary representation of the processor identified.
represented as disr°(i). Therefore. the cost of transmitting the vector y computed in processor i to
processor 0 is:
Td/(/) = a O + a l • distO(i) + t/ • (~O + ~1 • distO(i))
= 156 + 2.2' dlst°(i) + r~1· (0.2 + 1.8 • distO(/)) (1)
Although the received statements in processor 0 are executed sequentially, the data synchroni-
zation cost is not the sum of costs of transmitting vector y from all other processors because the
data are transmitted simultaneously. If all processor are synchronized then the data synchronization
cost would be:
T d' = max{ min { Td/(i): i E [LP1} + i~T"ad(/),
max { T d/(i)+T"ad(i): I E [LP1}
Where rread(i) is the cost of moving the message from the system buffer into the data structure of
the user program.
For our sample program, min { T d' (i): i E [LP]} = 158.2 + 2.0 • r~1
max { Td'(i): I E [LP]} = 156 + dim' 2.2 + (1.8 + dim' 0.2)' r~1 and
T"ad(i) = 80+0.1' r~1·
By substituting different values of fI, m. and P, we obtain the estimations as shown in figure
4. The measured execution times for these parameters are also shown for comparison.
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Predicted performance measured performance
"
m p Computa1.lon CommunlcaUon T.... Compula1lon CommunlcaUon Total
400 200 2 120400.00 904.20 121304.20 123632.00 730.00 124362.00
400 200 4 60200.00 990.20 61190.20 61806.00 889.00 62695.00
400 200 8 30100.00 1390.20 31490.20 30909.00 1247.00 32156.00
400 200 I' 15050.00 2268.20 17318.20 15475.00 2261.00 17736.00
400 200 32 7525.00 4027.20 11552.20 9391.00 3004.00 12395.00
400 200 64 3762.50 7510.70 11273.20 6977.00 6789.00 13766.00
1600 100 4 120400.00 1710.20 122170.20 124623.00 2008.00 126631.00
1600 100 8 60200.00 1870.20 62070.20 62179.00 2038.00 64217.00
1600 100 I' 30100.00 2598.20 32698.20 31082.00 2990.00 34072.00
1600 100 32 15050.00 4282.20 19332.20 15564.00 5022.00 20586.00
1600 100 64 7525.00 7728.20 15253.20 7792.00 9266.00 17058.00
6400 20 16 24080.00 3918.20 27998.20 26010.00 6514.00 32524.00
6400 20 32 12040.00 5302.20 17342.20 13008.00 7632.00 20640.00
6400 20 64 6020.00 8598.20 14618.20 6516.00 36930.00 43446.00
Figure 4. The predicted and measured perfonnance of the matrix-vector multiply program.
The performance prediction established in the perfonnance-construction phase provides a
foundation for estimation of effects of program transfonnations on the program. During the pro-
gram optimization process. we can use this estimation and apply the performance-update phase to
adapt the estimation based on the program transformations. For example. in the above program.
y[i] has an output dependence and a flow dependence on itself in loop j. This means that Ute result
of y[i] is loaded and updated right after it is stored in the previous loop iteration. So if we allocate
y[i] into the register during the execution of loop j. then only one load and one store of y[i] is
needed. This is a reduction of m-1loads and m-l stores for each y[i]. Therefore. by allocating
y[i]'s into registers, the load and store counts are each reduced by (m -1)*tl.
Note that the performance of the matrix-vecLOr multiply program is far short of the advertised
peak performance of the NCUBE/2. This is because there is only one statement in the loop body
and I:he loop branches prevent the prefetching mechanism of the NCUBE/2 to pre-load the
operands. Consequently, Ute computation of the operands dominates the computation time. By
applying the transformation loop unrolling we may increase the size of the code between the con-
ditional branch of the loop. thus allowing the data loading to be overlapped with the computation.
For example. if we unroll the loop m 5 times, the estimated data fetching time becomes one·fifth of
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the original cost since pds is 1/5. The loop overhead is also decreased by a factor of 5. This
implies that by applying loop unrolling the cost for loading can be decreased significantly. 'This is
confirmed by the following table:
The inncnnost loop is unrolled 5 time,s
Predicted perfonnance measured perfoflJUlnce
0 m p Compulatlon CommunlcaUon To'" Compul.allon CommunlcaUon Tolal
400 200 2 72400.00 904.20 73304.20 69332.00 729.00 70061.00
400 200 4 36200.00 990.20 37190.20 34691.00 776.00 35467.00
400 200 , 18100.00 1390.20 19490.20 17351.00 1249.00 '''''''00
400 200 ,. 9050.00 2268.20 11318.20 8689.00 2270.00 10959.00
400 200 32 4525.00 4027.20 8552.20 5881.00 3004.00 8885.00
400 200 64 2262.50 7510.70 9713.20 5127.00 5899.00 11026.00
1600 100 4 72400.00 1770.20 74170.20 69898.00 1972.00 71810.00
1600 100 , 36200.00 1870.20 38070.20 34977.00 2056.00 37033.00
1600 100 ,. 18100.00 2.598.20 20698.20 17499.00 2950.00 20449.00
1600 100 32 9050.00 428220 13332.20 8758.00 5065.00 13823.00
1600 100 64 4525.00 7728.20 122:53.20 4406.00 9266.00 13672.00
6400 20 ,. 14480.00 3918.20 18398.20 14913.00 6478.00 21391.00
6400 2. 32 7240.00 :5302.20 125"42.20 7468.00 7703.00 15171.00
6400 2. 64 3620.00 859820 12218.20 3761.00 37045.00 40806.00
Figure 5. The predicted and measured perfonnance of the matrix-vector multiply program with in-
nennost loop unrolled 5 times.
Note that in figures 4 and 5. the estimation of the computation can be fairly close to the
actual cost of the computation. Although there are instances that the simple-minded estimation for
the effects of the data prefetching is not accurate enough, this model can be utilized by the program
optimization process to estimate the effects of program transformations on the performance. More
detailed estimation of the data prefetching effects is needed only when this factor is important, for
which case, the performance-refine phase can be used to improve the accuracy of the estimation.
On the other hand, the perfonnance estimation for the communication is good for some cases but
far from accurate in some other cases. This is because we did not consider the hot~spot effects of
the message passing in the example. Since all nodes are sending messages to node O. node 0
becomes the hot-spot, and when the message is long and the size of the cube is large, perfonnance
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degradation occurs. Especially for the case where (n, m, P) = (6400. 20, 64), the cost of sending
64 messages of 100 words each to node 0 is more than five limes that of sending 32 messages of
200 words each to node O! Since NCUBE/2 use the worm -hole routing mechanism where a
channel is reseIVed for a message and the data are pipelined to the destination, messages that need
to use the busy links will be blocked until the previous message is finished with the channel. The
longer the messages, the higher chances lhat a message will be blocked at the sender side.
When a more accurate perfonnance prediction is required, the perfonnance-refine phase can
be invoked. For example, one way to refine the estimation is to use a finer classification of the
operations. This will not help much for our sample program here since it does not contain any
expensive operations such as divisions. For distributed architecture like NCUBE/2, one way to
belter estimate lhe data synchronization cost is to analyze lhe perfonnance degradation due to lhe
communication hot-spot The perfonnance degradation of lhe network caused by lhe hot-spot
saturation can be estimated by lhe hot-spot percentage. However, lhe computation of hot-spot per-
centage is very expensive and difficult to be accurate due to lhe dynamic behavior of the program.
A more practical approach is to model the perfonnance degradation with a set of selected patterns
of different degrees of congestion (as described by the data dependence graph). For data depen-
dence lhat does not match any of lhe pre-selected patterns, an interpolation to the nearest pattern is
done to find an estimation of the degradation. The more patterns we use, the better the estimation
will be. However, matching the patterns is an expensive operation, so this method can be used
only when the user can afford the needed computing resources.
4. Dynamic Performance Prediction and Run·time Tests
There are programs for which the static analysis of lhe compiler fails to predict the control
flow and thus the performance of the program. These cases normally have variables or indirect
references in the comrol structures (such as loop bounds or conditions), or conditional statements
for which probabilities of lhc branches arc unknown. The performance prediction model we
described here can be applied to these cases by utilizing the inference capability of the system. For
each performance evaluation function there is a list of parameters that are used to compute the
evaluation. The inference engine evaluates the evaluation function by unifying the variables with
lheir values fiIS[. If there are variables remain undefined after lhe unification stage (for example, if
there are variables in loop bounds), lhe evaluation function will be evaluated as a function of lhe
undefined variables by a common compiler optimization teclmique called cOllStant folding
[A/SeU/86].
Operations (such as adds, multiplies, comparisons) can be performed on results of evaluation
functions (including lhose with non-instantiated variables) to merge different evaluations or use
lhem to compute other evaluation functions. When dynamic decisions are needed, the evaluations
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with uninstantialed are used to find and generate the minimum run-time tests to decide the control
flow at run-time.
s. Applying Performance Prediction to the Intelligent Decision Making
The intelligent program oplimization needs to be based on accurate and efficient perfonnance
prediction to make sound decisions. The performance prediction model can be applied to the intel-
ligent parallel compilers in the following areas:
1. Compare and choose the most promising transfonnation to apply among a set of applicable
program transformations.
2. Provide a measure for selecting pre-optimized algorithm when several algorithms are avail-
able under the algorithm substitution approach.
3. Decide when to stop the optimization model.
4. Help to generate minimal run-time tests for situations where the compiler can't make deci-
sions by static analysis.
The performance prediction model we proposed is designed to be integrated into the
decision-making process for optimizing program parallelism. In particular, it was used in an intel-
ligent parallel compiler [WaGa89. Wang90] to guide the decision making process to improve the
program parallelism. When applied to systematic decision-tree lIaversing algorithms such as the
•A algorithm (discussed in [Wang90D, automatic parallel program optimization is achieved by
using the evaluation functions as the heuristic functions. The flexibility of our model makes it easy
to refine the heuristic functions at different parts of the decision tree, which makes the framework
very dynamic. It can also be combined with rule-based systems to improve the qUality of the
optimization. An evaluation function or the combination of several evaluation functions can be
used to decide the merits of program transformation techniques. Heuristic driven rules can use the
prediction to select appropriate program transformations or pre-optimized algorithms. In an
interactive program optimization session, it provides users with performance information for them
to make optimization decisions.
For pre-optimized algorithm substitution approach. there are cases where difficult decisions
need to be made. For example, there may be more than one algorithms !:hat are equiValent to the
program under consideration; or the same algorithm may be optimized for several different parallel
architectures but not for the cumnt target machine. For the formal case, the performance predic-
tion may help the system to decide which algorithm is most efficient for the problem. For the latter
case, the performance prediction model can be integrated with the machine knowledge manipula-
tion system to find the architecture that fits the target machine most.
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We mentioned in [Wang90jlhat the optimal solution for the program optimization is usually
not known until the entire decision tree is traversed. TItis makes deciding the termination condition
difficult Since the performance estimation mechanism can be used to find the lower bound of the
execution time, this number can be used to decide the termination condition of the optimization.
First, a tolerance to the lower bound can be selected~ the higher the optimization degree is, the
smaller the tolerance will be. When the estimated performance falls into the tolerance range of the
"optimal execution time" the optimization process can be terminated.
Although any performance prediclion model can be applied to these tasks, our model is more
flexible and efficient and is suitable to be integrated with the decision making process in intelligent
parallel compilers.
6. Related Works
There are many existing perfonnance tools for parallel architectures. For examples. Fause
[GGJMG89] and IPS [MiYa87J allow program behavior be described at many levels of dctail and
abstraction including the program. process, procedure and instruction levels. PIE, developed at
eMU [ScRu85], uses a metalanguage to provide support for an efficient manipulation of parallel
modules and programming for observability. These systems are designed to be used as a semi-
automatic performance evaluation tool for the user. The Parafrase [AbKw85] provides a perfor-
mance prediction module based on a similar program hierarchy but is designed to be used in the
compiler and is inexpensive to compute. The "load/store" modeling method is used in [GJMW89,
BWJALG90] to characterize the performance of shared memory architecture by a set of template
sequences of vector load, store and "nop" instructions. There are many other environments that
evaluate the performance of a particular type of architecrnre or characterize the potential parallelism
of programs on the architecture. However, none of the existing system can be used to predicte pro-
gram performance for a wide range of architectures accurately and inexpensively. Also, none of
the system provide a systematic framework that is flexible enough to be utilized in an intelligent
parallel compiler. Our framework: fills this gap by providing a flexible mechanism for the
knowledge base system to adjust the prediction model dynamically to suit different optimization
objectives and different architecrnres.
7. Conclusion
To summarize, our framework for the performance prediction of parallel computers has the
following advantages:
1. Different classes of parallel computers can be handled under the same framework. The per-
formance prediction model can be adjusted to suit different architectures.
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2. The estimation can be tuned to suit different objectives by adjusting the perfonnance combin·
ing funclion and the weights associated with the evaluation functions.
3. Different amounts of resources can be committed at different stages of the compiling process
by using evaluation functions of different complexities.
4. The selection of evaluation functions and weights offers a good opportunity for the compiler
to learn to improve itself. 'This point will be fully investigated in [Wang91].
5. The prediction update process is inexpensive; only the effects of the related transformations
are computed. It can be applied repeatedly during the program optimization process.
Intelligent parallel compilers need an accurate, inexpensive, and flexible perfonnance predic-
Lion model to make critical decisions. OUf framework is simple and yet flexible enough to be
integrated into intelligent parallel compilers with multiple target machines. It can be used by sys-
tematic state-space search algorithms such as A· and other best-first search algorithms to find
optimal program transformation sequences.
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